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BPX Statement of Purpose: 

The purpose of BPX is to promote backpacking as a core CMC activity; organize and 
coordinate backpacking trips; and provide early notice of trips to BPX members. 

 
A. Authority 
 

1. The BPX Trip Leader Coordinator (TLC) is the member of the CMC Denver 
Backpacking Section (BPX) Committee (the “Committee”) who heads the Committee’s 
Trip Leader function, created by “BPX Committee Organization” and approved by CMC 
Denver Council on Sept. 11, 2019. Section D8 reads as follows: 
 
“Trip Leader Coordinator. Duties include recruiting trip leaders and communicating with 
them on BPX policies, best practices and other appropriate matters.” 

 
2. This document implements that authorization. 

 
 
B. Organizational Relationships between the TLC and the Committee: 
 

1. The TLC is appointed by and reports to the BPX Chair on operating matters 
described herein.  

 
2. The duties and responsibilities of the TLC are separate from, and in addition to, 
those as a member of the Committee. While the Committee develops strategic goals 
and objectives, the TLC develops and coordinates operating strategies to implement 
those objectives related to BPX Trip Leaders.  
 
3. The TLC develops plans for the coming backpacking season, coordinated with a 
Trip Leader Co-Coordinator, if assigned, and the Chair.  

 
4. A Trip Leader Co-Coordinator may be assigned by the Chair to assist the TLC 
and for continuity of operations should the TLC become unavailable to perform his or 
her duties. The TLC typically coordinates operating plans with the Trip Leader Co-
Coordinator, to seek a second opinion on TLC matters, to provide a known and 
accessible backup location for work-in-progress, and so the Trip Leader Co-Coordinator 
may seamlessly assume TLC duties if needed.  

 
5. The TLC may be replaced by the Chair at will.  
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C. Qualifications of the TLC. The TLC shall be: 
 

1. A current member of CMC 
 

2. A certified and current Denver Trip Leader  
 

3. A BPX-accepted backpacking Trip Leader 
  

4. An elected or appointed member of the BPX Committee 
 
 
D. Duties and Responsibilities of the TLC:  
 

1. Coordinate TLC objectives and strategies for Committee review and approval 
 

2. Coordinate and implement a TLC operating plan for the coming backpacking season 
 

3. Develop and coordinate TL projected demand two years out 
 

4. Recruit and develop TLs based on projected TL demand two years out  
 

5. Develop and coordinate TL qualifications, considering supply and demand for TLs 
 

6. Vet and accept TLs, in coordination with Trip Leader Co-Coordinator and Chair  
 

7. Coordinate and promote “Best Practices for Trip Leaders” 
 

8. Monitor TLs’ use of BPX policies, procedures and Best Practices 
 

9. Communicate with TLs via newsletters, email and personal contact 
 

10. Encourage TLs to immediately report to TLC any incidents or accidents reported to 
DS&L  
 

11. Encourage, record and report TL recommendations to improve BPX practices  
 

12. Develop metrics for assessing TLC operations  
 

13. Coordinate the assessment of past year’s TLC metrics for planning next year’s 
operation  

 


